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 Biotopes and Ecotones: 
Slippery Images on the Edge of the French Atlantic 
Maura Coughlin (Bryant University) 
 
 
Near the strand, that indeterminate place of biological transitions, the links 
connecting mankind with the mineral, vegetable, and animal kingdoms can be 
seen with exceptional clarity. -Alain Corbin, The Lure of the Sea (223) 
 
A remarkable body of visual culture made by artists, illustrators, photographers and 
amateur scientists in the later nineteenth and early twentieth centuries focused on the 
fertile proliferation of life at the intersection of land and sea on the French Atlantic 
coast. Much of this imagery that looks down into tide pools or out across the expanse 
of the intertidal zone is found outside the bounds of canonical Impressionist and Post-
Impressionist art. Especially in the artwork of French painter Elodie La Villette (1848–
1917), these images of the French Atlantic shoreline imaginatively engage with the 
mutable and material ecology of the edge of the sea, including its human and non-
human biological communities. I am interested in articulating an ecological realism of 
the French Atlantic coast by looking at usually discrete fields of landscape painting, 
botanical visual culture and nascent intertidal natural history that met there.  
Coastline’s vibrant indeterminacy makes it an ever-breached boundary—an 
interstitial place of slippery things like salt marsh mud, fish bodies and seaweed. 
Shoreline ecology is fragile, and its biotopes (a term denoting a habitat plus its 
recurring associated community of species) are assembled in ecoclines according to 
many ecological variables, including the tidal range, the zone occupied on the tideline, 
the particle size of sand, rock or silt on the bottom, the temperature of the air and 
water, the salinity of the sea, and exposure to surf, wind and sun. Marine ecologists 
show how an ecocline is inhabited by relatively predictable forms of life on that 
gradient of the shore—thus kelp forests grow at a certain depth on a granite bottom, 
and tide pools on rocks have particular assemblages of life. Having a tidal range of up 
to fifteen metres (at Mont St. Michel), the French Atlantic coast exemplifies the notion 
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 of an ecotone as a hybrid or transitional zone between adjacent ecoclines (of beach 
and sea). Images of the littoral ecotone, discussed in this article, demonstrate the 
variability found on the tideline and the material exchanges, gleanings, erosion and 
accretion of its animal, botanical, human and geological agents.  
The intertidal zone, explains historian John R. Gillis, was long perceived by 
people living close to it as a “marsh realm [which] is neither landscape nor seascape” 
(105). Conversely, the shoreline has often been represented as a tidy, linear boundary 
between the varied topography of the land and the flat surface of the sea. In the 1950s, 
pioneer ecologist Rachel Carson asked her readers to more attentively engage with the 
indeterminacy of this space and the varying zones of life that inhabit the littoral’s 
“marginal world.” This phrase titles her famous essay, which begins: 
[t]he edge of the sea is a strange and beautiful place. All through the long 
history of Earth it has been an area of unrest where waves have broken heavily 
against the land, where the tides have pressed forward over the continents, 
receded and then returned. For no two successive days is the shoreline precisely 
the same. Not only do the tides advance and retreat in their eternal rhythms, 
but the level of the sea itself is never at rest […] Today a little more land may 
belong to the sea, tomorrow a little less. Always the edge of the sea remains an 
elusive and indefinable boundary. (1) 
Painted at the edge of the sea, Claude Monet’s paintings of the limestone cliffs 
of Normandy are perhaps the best-known modern images of the French Atlantic coast. 
Robert L. Herbert’s study Monet on the Normandy Coast; Tourism and Painting, 1867–
1886 (1994) set an important art historical precedent for its use of terms drawn from 
the visually-oriented tourism studies of sociologist John Urry. Rather than re-
considering the touristic gaze of the shore or the leisure activities of the bourgeois 
(artists) who summered there, the images considered in this essay by La Villette and 
her contemporaries André Dauchez, Paul Sébillot, Charles Cottet and Mathurin 
Méheut were by people who lived by the sea; I argue that this visual culture 
functioned as part of an ecological, geological, botanical and animal economy of the 
shore. Unlike Monet’s Impressionism, these are not so familiar, but are drawn from a 
vast archive of coastal maritime images in the later nineteenth and early twentieth-
century.  
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 Human coastal communities and their “cultural ecologies” (Mathewson 69) 
were described throughout the nineteenth century by travel writers and illustrators 
who took peasants’ appearance, clothing, speech and labours as markers of place 
(Corbin 207). Folklorist David Hopkin (2007) describes how peasants of the French 
Atlantic coast found that they were being looked at as local attractions in a growing 
seaside heritage industry; they were often pressed into performing these delineated, 
picturesque identities (like selling their fish on the beach, or wearing exaggerated 
versions of regional costume) for the benefit of visitors. Painters, illustrators and, later, 
photographers, repeated the sometimes caricatured descriptions of regional peasant 
types that had been set in texts published before 1850. But many artists and writers 
who lived on the coast did not perpetuate these tropes when they represented local 
people and their relationship to the coast and sea; some long-term residents cast their 
gazes differently as they interacted with their coastal communities, and, at times, 
learned from, contributed to and depended upon them. My choice of artists, amateur 
scientists and writers for this study had nothing to do with a nostalgic or primitivising 
focus on a rural place. Instead, this group of their images, that view the coast from 
what anthropologist Tim Ingold calls a “dwelling perspective,” aptly articulates an 
ecological realism of the coast. He describes a “dwelling perspective” as a conceptual 
shift away from “the sterile opposition between the naturalistic view of the landscape 
as a neutral, external backdrop to human activities, and the culturalistic view that 
every landscape is a particular cognitive or symbolic ordering of space” in order to 
“focus on the temporality of the landscape” (152). Ingold’s insistence on the 
inseparability of cultural ecologies allows us to read “‘the landscape […] as an enduring 
record of—and testimony to—the lives and works of past generations who have dwelt 
within it, and in so doing, have left there something of themselves”(152).  
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Figure 1. Elodie La Villette (1848–1917) Larmor-Plage (1879) Private Collection 47 x 72 
cm. (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0)], via Wikimedia Commons. 
 
 An understudied woman artist, La Villette (1842–1917) depicted the shore as an 
active and productive space shared by human and nonhuman ecological communities. 
She spent most of her adult life on the Quiberon peninsula in the department of 
Morbihan (Martinie 8). She admired Gustave Courbet’s realist landscapes of the 
Normandy coast (from the 1860s) and emulated both his material application of paint 
and his interest in various geological and human aspects of the shore (Delouche 47). 
Her paintings of coastlines in Normandy and Brittany were titled with their specific 
sites and tidal heights, for instance, Low Tide at Portivy (1880s), The Bas-Forth Path at 
Low Tide, Dieppe (1885), The Beach at Lohic and Souris Isle, Slack Tide (1875). 
Landscape is not a mere backdrop or staging for marine painting: her images are 
attentive to the profusion of life at these meeting edges, or what Carson termed the 
“interchangability of land and sea in this marginal world of the shore” (6).  
Art historians and scholars of visual culture have become increasingly 
interested in the intersections of visual imagery and popular natural history in the 
nineteenth century. As opposed to the somewhat vague use of the term “ecology” to 
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 discuss a merely optical immersion of the Impressionist artist in nature (e.g. Messina, 
101), my sense of ecological thinking is more akin to the ecocritical approaches of Tim 
Morton (2007) and Jane Bennett (2010) who, like Ingold, argue for an acceptance, if 
not an understanding, of the complex entanglement of all forms of life and matter. I 
am interested in borrowing ideas and metaphors from natural science to describe this 
visual culture of the shore in the spirit of the interdisciplinary Arch-Manche project 
(2011–14) which combines source data from visual art, archaeology, coastal heritage 
sites and mapping to understand changing coastlines, support coastal management, 
biodiversity, diverse maritime communities and to predict the effects of climate 
change on both sides of the English Channel (2014). For instance, the study puts 
paintings such as Charles Daubigny’s views of the tide line at Kérity-Penmarc’h (1871) 
(Brittany) into dialogue with contemporary photographs of sea walls, documentation 
of erosion-control strategies, and historical sea-level data (7). The Arch-Manche 
project also uses two of Elodie la Villette’s paintings of sites on the Quiberon 
peninsula from 1880 to understand erosion and coastline change (638). The 
information produced by this overlaid network of sources shows how the geological 
appearances of coastal landscapes are marked by both the deep time of rock 
sedimentation and the more ephemeral changes wrought by accretion and erosion of 
sand, stone and other material.  
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Figure 2. Octave Penguilly l’Haridon, The Little Gulls, Shore of Belle-Île, 1858. Rennes 
Museum of Fine Arts. [Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons. 
 
Turning this ecological gaze to a remarkable painting, The Little Gulls, Belle-Île 
(1858) by Octave Penguilly l’Haridon reveals an un-peopled, rocky inlet on Belle-Île in 
Brittany (Monet would visit and paint his famous series of the Rocks at Belle-Île in 
1886). From the large, implacable rocks, to the darting, tiny movements of detail in the 
birds that momentarily adorn them (almost mistakable for drifted snow or blooming 
flowers) there is an extreme oscillation of scale. In this marginal space, where the 
rocks act as sundials, showing the time of day, the slow geologic time of granite meets 
the fleeting seasons of a shore bird and the diurnal tide. Charles Baudelaire remarked, 
upon seeing it at the Salon of 1859, that the rocks make "a portal open onto infinity.” 
And he marvelled over the “wound of white birds, and the solitude!” (qtd. in Levine 
62). 
In this uncanny place of great rocks and a tidal range of about seven-and-a-half 
metres, a colony of gulls move as if with one mind, streaming through the rocks and 
keeping to a sunlit section of the strand. Protected in this spot from waves and wind, 
and knowing where and when to look, the birds gather at the edge of a lively pool that 
has been revealed by the receding tide.  
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 The shifting time of the tides meets the time of labour and the time of vacation 
on the shore. As realist genre painters discovered the coast in the later nineteenth 
century, the motif of bent and labouring working peasant bodies was taken from Jean-
Francois Millet’s oft-reproduced painting The Gleaners (Orsay Museum, Paris, 1857). In 
The Gleaners and I (2001), filmmaker Agnes Varda revisited the nineteenth-century 
theme of gleaning in sites across France, describing oyster pickers on the Atlantic 
coast island of Noirmoutier as making the “modest gesture of stooping to glean.” The 
seaside gleaner profits from what is revealed by the very low spring tides (these occur 
at full or new moon and most dramatically at the equinox) or is blown to shore in 
storms. 
Breton-born Paul Sébillot, who was a painter before he became one of Brittany’s 
most prominent folklorists, was fascinated by the low tides that reveal the granite 
profiles of Brittany’s shore. In an image of the exceptionally low sea, Roc'h-hir; Low 
Tide at the Estuary of the Trieux (St. Brieuc museum) c. 1879, the exposed rock has so 
much personality in the landscape that the small seaweed harvester who works beside 
it could almost be overlooked (Cariou 138). Beachcombing, seaweed harvesting and 
shell fishing feature prominently in the folk tales that Sébillot later gleaned from the 
Breton fisher folk of Saint-Cast (Hopkin, Voices, 40). Sébillot’s transition from painter 
of the littoral to folk-tale collector and folklorist is an apt example of Haraway’s 
influential reading of an ecotone as a “contact zone” where “subjects are constituted in 
and by their relations to each other” (216).  
Like Sébillot’s painting, La Villette’s inhabited landscapes often depict the 
visible changes in ecoclines of the shore (exposed by low tide) and they include many 
forms of work being done in these areas such as gathering shellfish and seaweed. The 
modest gestures of her gleaners do not let them rise above the horizon as do many 
heroic peasant figures like Alfred Guillou’s Kelp Harvester (1889) where the powerful 
body of a working peasant woman, barefoot on the rocks of the shore, hauls her mass 
of wet seaweed on one shoulder as the waves crash in behind her.  
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Figure 3. Alfred Guillou Kelp Harvester (1889, Jacobins Museum, Morlaix) Alfred 
Guillou. [Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons. 
 
 Guillou makes much of material contrasts between the whites of her shirt, 
kerchief and skin against the reddish brown of the kelp, her skirt and the bit of her 
hair, visible at the temple. Typical of academic naturalist peasant pictures that bring 
together the bodies of working women and other "filthy" natural things (like barnyard 
manure or the bodies of animals), Guillou's composition places and naturalises the 
body of the harvester in the landscape, attaching its dirty labours to the year’s seasons 
and attesting to the peasant culture of exploitation and recuperation of all fertile 
material. Francis Tattegrain’s painting, The Wreck Scavenger, (1880, Château-Museum) 
again monumentalises a female gleaner while emphasising her ungainly burden: the 
marginal pickings of those who live on and by the Atlantic. 
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Figure 4. Francis Tattegrain, The Wreck Scavenger, 1880, Château Museum of 
Boulogne-sur-mer. [Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons. 
 
 Even in comparison to the crowd-pleasing painting by Eugène Feyen, Gleaners 
of the Sea (1871, Nancy Museum of Fine Arts), which is impossibly packed with far too 
many fishers on one spot on the strand, La Villette’s figures are far less anecdotal. 
Instead of confirming what we have been told by picturesque discourses, we must 
scrutinise this shorthand notation of a human maritime community thriving on the 
shore. Her solitary beach goer, seaweed gatherer, tidal pool shellfish picker or fisher 
are the locals who look down to the mucky, lively matter of the intertidal zone as 
opposed to looking over the water (like the visitor) to find value in the place. Like 
Varda, whose filmed gleaners pick food, recyclables and even art materials from 
discarded trash, La Villette makes visual and material equivalences between the many 
métiers (trades, skills or crafts) and chance findings that meet on the beach, as she 
renders algae-covered rocks in viscous oil paint.  
What could La Villette or her French audience have known of coastal ecology? 
England’s Victorian-era enthusiasm for the seaside, amateur botanical and tide pool 
collecting has received much attention (Payne, e.g.), but less research has been done 
on parallel social trends in France. The first French natural historians to look closely at 
the shore were Jean-Victoire Audouin and Henri Milne-Edwards who did careful 
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 fieldwork on the Chausey islands archipelago, off the coast of Granville (Normandy) in 
the 1820s. Their 1832 publication, as Recherches pour servir à l’histoire naturelle du 
littoral de la France  was foundational for shoreline ecological literature (Théodoridès). 
They described the vibrant, horizontal bands of plant and animal life on Chausey’s 
tidelines, focusing on marine invertebrates and on the zones of the intertidal area and 
also described the temporarily assembled human communities who worked there. 
They describe the islands’ Norman and Breton seasonal workers (many of whom set 
up temporary camps under upturned boats) who were harvesting and burning 
seaweed, fishing and quarrying granite, and exploiting the plant, animal and 
geological resources of the beach. In The Rambles of a Naturalist (1857) Armand de 
Quatrefages de Bréau, who followed the footsteps of Audouin and Milne-Edwards to 
Chausey, described the human activity that explodes at low tide: “for two or three 
hours the beach is full of life and activity, whilst a whole population pours forth to 
seek its daily food; but soon the waves return towards the shore, the tide rises, and all 
hasten homeward, certain that the sea will replace the bounteous gifts which it is 
taking; from them, and that in a few hours they may come forth again to reap a 
harvest which has needed no season of planting or of sowing” (de Bréau 8). A same 
attention to the varieties of human activities that appear at low tide can be seen in La 
Villette’s paintings that were widely shown in Paris and international exhibitions to a 
public that was gradually becoming engaged with the natural history of the shore.  
In 1859, France’s first marine biological station opened in Concarneau 
(Finistère). In the Third Republic, many more followed. Biological stations all along 
French coastlines fostered fish breeding, had large-scale aquaria, and initiated 
international marine biological research, emphasising the comparative anatomy of 
marine invertebrates (Bont). Some stations had public access, but many were devoted 
to specialist research. Artist and illustrator Mathurin Méheut took up residence at the 
Roscoff station from 1910–12, working from both the aquaria and from tide pools on 
the surrounding coast to produce illustrations for the widely acclaimed, deluxe 
volumes of tidal life, Etude de la mer, flore et faune de la Manche et de l'Océan (1913). 
Méheut’s image of kelp, swaying and erect above its holdfast at high tide, was clearly 
made from animated life; this image was widely published in an article in the popular 
journal L’Illustration, (Gustave Babin, 20 December 1913).1  
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Figure 5. Mathurin Méheut, Kelp. L’Illustration, 20 December, 1913, public domain 
image. Source: http://www.gutenberg.org/files/33489/33489-h/33489-h.htm 
 
 Méheut also contributed illustrations in 1914 to a much more modest text that 
was pointedly concerned with tidal zones, Paul Beauchamp’s Les Grèves De Roscoff: 
Étude Sur La Répartition Des Êtres Dans La Zône Des Marées (The Roscoff strand, 
study on the distribution of life in the tidal zone). 
Before Méhuet’s time, several prominent nineteenth-century texts encouraged 
new interest in shoreline natural science. Although Jules Michelet’s well-known 
volume La Mer (The Sea) (1861) had a huge print run, it only lingered a short while on 
descriptions of the shore. French natural history texts that focused on ocean life 
include Le Monde de la Mer by Alfred Frédol (pseud. for Christian Horace Benedict 
Alfred Moquin-Tandon) (1866) and La Terre et les mers (1864) by French science 
populariser Louis Figuier (Crosland 312)  (a revision of this text, released in English as 
The Ocean World: Being a Descriptive History of the Sea and its Living Inhabitants 
(1868) was quickly recognised as having been mostly plagiarised from Frédol. English 
publications on the seaside and coastal natural history, such as naturalist Philip Henry 
Gosse's wildly popular text The Aquarium: An Unveiling of the Wonders of the Deep Sea 
(1854) encouraged French interest in home aquaria in a momentary fad in the 1860s 
(Lorenzi 257). Illustrations from British journals, including seaweeds in aquarium 
ecosystems, were reused in popular French contexts, such as the short story “The 
Aquarium” in Magasin Pittoresque (1859) (Lorenzi 258).  
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 Collecting, naming and identifying marine algae became the passion of many 
nineteenth-century amateur botanists. Known as algologists or phycologists, they 
developed techniques for pressing and preserving specimens in herbaria, or albums 
called alguiers (in French, herbier d’algues= alguier), following the instructions of the 
pioneering pharmacist Théophile Bonnemaison (1774–1829) of Quimper. Recently, 
several on-going exhibitions in France highlighted and responded to the enthusiastic 
work of amateur collectors of marine algae. The pharmacist brothers Crouan (Pierre-
Louis, 1798–1871, Hippolyte-Marie, 1802–1871) were phycologists who amassed a huge 
collection of specimens (over 400) in the bay of Brest. Over the course of several 
decades they discovered more than 30 unknown species of algae. Their early alguier 
from 1835 was destroyed in the bombing of Brest in 1944, but their later collection 
Algues marines du Finistère (1852) was published in a limited edition of 50 (with 
materially present, pressed botanical specimens representing each entry). In 2015, one 
exemplary copy of this was on view in Concarneau, at the first biological station (today 
called the Marinarum) and another was displayed in Marseilles at the Bibliothèque 
Saint-Charles. The Crouans published what would long be the definitive study of the 
seaweed of Finistère in 1867, Florule du Finistère. Visualising a tidal ecocline, (yet also 
resembling an aquarium collection) the color lithograph frontispiece of the 1867 text 
depicts a remarkable assemblage of all the possible types of Breton seaweed that could 
be exposed upon a rock at an exceptionally low tide. 
In the summer of 2015 in Normandy, the Maritime Museum on Tatihou island 
(housed in the former marine biological station, c. 1910) also presented an exhibition 
on alguiers: “Double soleil: Une rencontre autour des algues.” Bioluminescent panels 
and video works by students from the Rennes École des Beaux-Arts were presented in 
dialogue with two alguiers assembled c. 1910 by the devoted amateur algologist from 
Cherbourg, Maria Doublet (1866–1932). 
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Figure 6.  Maria Doublet, Postcard with pressed algae affixed, author’s 
 collection, c. 1910 
 
 Doublet also produced seaweed “ocean flower” postcards for tourists, as did 
Yvonne Anglade, on Belle-Île (Morbihan). Anglade received attention in the French 
press for the artistry of her carefully arranged algae in Paris salons devoted to the 
Decorative Arts (1906) and in regionalist gatherings. As in the Crouan text of 1852, 
Doublet and Anglade’s images in these albums and even on the postcards were 
pressed algae specimens, rather than botanical illustrations.  
As a coastal peasant practice, seaweed (especially kelp) had been collected, 
dried and burnt on the beach on France’s North Atlantic coast ever since the 
seventeenth century. Initially, the soda ash was sold as a raw material for glassmaking, 
but it was later processed in bulk by iodine factories that were built on the coast in the 
late nineteenth century (Corbin 203). The market for this ash provided a rare source of 
cash for dwellers of the coast, and it generated an economic flow between the coast 
and the land, especially in the purchase of firewood (that was non-existent on the 
denuded islands). Live, attached seaweed had been considered royal property in the 
seventeenth century and, up until the nineteenth century, its cutting was strictly 
regulated as was the area above the tideline where collected material could be dried or 
loaded into carts (Seaweed Industry 3; Arzel, 1984). Harvested seaweed left on the 
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 beach after dark became unmarked (no one’s property) free to become driftweed 
again. The arbiter of day and night was the local lighthouse: collecting could not begin 
in the morning until the light was extinguished (night gathering, except for driftweed 
was forbidden). Today, the Ecomuseum of Kelp Harvesters and of Seaweed (Musée des 
goémoniers et de l'algue) in Plouguerneau (on the north coast of Finistère, not far 
from Brest) tells a local story about the culture of this harvest which is bound up in 
stories, song and the Breton language. This community museum puts on heritage 
festivals of seaweed gathering using horses, wooden tools and traditional costumes, 
but it also tells a global story about the industrialisation of fishing, the exploitation of 
ocean resources, the push to mechanise the harvest and squeeze out small producers 
as prices fell and local resources were diminished. 
 
 
Figure 7. Charles Cottet, Breton Coast, after 1892. Collection Musée de Morlaix,  
Musée de France. 
 
From the 1860s well into the twentieth century, painters, photographers and 
printmakers like André Dauchez repeatedly represented Bretons gathering and 
burning seaweed. Fishing practices, much harder to observe from shore, never 
received as much visual attention. In the painting Breton Coast (Morlaix, after 1892, 
from the series, In the Country of the Sea), Charles Cottet, who lived year round in the 
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 port of Camaret-sur-mer, depicts lumpy, brown piles of drying kelp on Ouessant. His 
island landscape shows us the dependence of the people of the island on the sea, and 
the ecological entwining of sea and land harvests. Although seaweed was burned and 
sold to the outside world, it also served as fertiliser and animal feed. In a very wet 
place with no trees, it substituted for firewood. Seaweed combined with cow manure 
was shaped into large pancakes (called “glaouad” in Breton) and dried out for later 
burning. Augmenting the poverty of the land with seaweed was much more 
sustainable than the practice of turf-cutting (in Breton, “gleds”) for fuel. 
 
 
Figure 8. Elodie La Villette, Chemin du Bas Fort Blanc, à marée basse: Dieppe (The Bas-
Forth Bath at Low Tide, Dieppe), 1885. Collection Musée de Morlaix, Musée de France. 
 
An emerging understanding of coastal geology, likely informed by the 
popularised research of Georges Cuvier (1813) and Charles Lyell (1830), and perhaps 
even the recently published work of Jules Girard (1881) also enters into La Villette’s 
images of the intertidal ecocline and her representation of those who gleaned its 
mineral wealth. The Bas-Forth Path at Low Tide, Dieppe (1885) offers several barely 
discernible figures inhabiting this view, situated just to the west of the town’s central 
boardwalk. Right at the edge of the sea, two people, bent over, seem to have arms 
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 madly working: perhaps digging for shellfish or cutting seaweed exposed by the low 
tide. To the right of the ship (travelling along on the horizon line) is another group 
of three figures and further to the right, by a small boat are two more; one holds a red 
parasol. Are the two on the left part of a small boating party on the right? She invites a 
curious eye, and rewards looking with hints at a local narrative, depicted with a bare 
economy of means. 
 
 
Figure 9. Elodie La Villette, The Bas-Forth Bath at Low Tide, Dieppe, 1885. Detail. 
Collection Musée de Morlaix, Musée de France. 
 
  The most prominent figure in the Dieppe landscape is a dark outline of a 
woman with a square shape behind her back. Art historian John House suggested “this 
is a typical image of the Normandy beaches, with the figure of a woman carrying a 
mussel-fishing basket, and nets handing on posts behind her” (164). I have looked 
closely at genre imagery of fisher people to confirm this. Most images of Norman and 
Channel Coast mussel pickers, for example Corot (1823), Renoir (1879) and Butin (c. 
1880) depict coastal peasant women carrying baskets on their arms for collecting and a 
larger basket on their backs for carrying as they forage for this plentiful wild shellfish 
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 that grows upon rocks in the intertidal zone. The baskets are not worn higher than 
their heads and nets were used for shrimp fishing (but not for mussel picking), and 
this too was a favourite subject for artists and photographers. Only rarely do painters 
depict a mussel picker as carrying a net. La Villette’s woman may be walking close to 
the cliffs, rather than the intertidal zone (where the others are working) because she is 
collecting flint stones rather than shellfish. Like seaweed and oysters or mussels, stone 
was a resource of the beach, as was its sand.  
The chalk cliffs of this section of Normandy beaches were formed 145 to 66 
million years ago by the sediments laid down in the Cretaceous period (Costa 29). 
Calcium carbonate sediment (from coccolithophores, skeletal remains of planktonic 
algae) gradually accumulated on the bottom of the shallow, warm seas that covered 
much of Northern Europe. In La Villette’s painting, the centre line of white on the 
beach traces the limestone footings of previous cliffs that now lie in the 
tideline. Beyond them, to the right, are rocks covered in the green algae and seaweed 
of deeper water and short daily exposure to air. The somewhat loose sediment of the 
chalk cliffs is shot through with seams and nodules of black flint. Chunks of eroded 
flint fall from the soft chalk cliff and are ground by the surf into hard, dark stones—
known in the area as galets. The horizontal, rocky strand of the beach is thus a result 
of the falling away of vertical cliffs. She shows us, on the edge of a few tidal pools, that 
several newly fallen, black stones litter the foreground, right in the path of the woman 
who heads toward us. Several hundred years ago, these flint stones had been used as 
projectiles. Today they can be seen in the walls and walkways of many homes in 
Dieppe, Le Tréport and other towns in the area. Early twentieth-century photographic 
postcards depict women collecting the rounded rocks in baskets carried on their backs 
and horses pulling cartloads or bins of stones from the beach. Exported to England 
and North America, the galets were pulverised for use in cosmetics, medications and 
ceramics. Large-scale collection of flint for sale to industry began in the late 
eighteenth century and was widespread by the time La Villette was working (stone 
collection was banned in 1985). 
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Figure 10. André Dauchez, Sand Boats 1900-02. Collection Musée de Morlaix,  
Musée de France. 
 
André Dauchez, a painter, illustrator, and printmaker who, with Cottet, was 
part of the naturalist “Black Band” artists in Brittany at the end of the century, was also 
aware of the local exploitation of shoreline ecologies (Durox et al. 126). In his painting 
Sand Boats (1900–2, Morlaix) the visible wrack line traces the last high tide; 
calligraphic coffee-brown seaweed is flattened to the tan sand, writing the rim of the 
intertidal strand. The sea is cold blue-grey, the sky a menacing violet. This is not the 
sparkling beach of a summer vacation that inspires pastel hues; rather this is a worked 
zone of the land, exposed by the dropping sea.  
Beached for the moment, sand boats (sabliers) are being loaded one shovel-full 
at a time and will float, despite their groaning loads, as the tide comes in. Dauchez, an 
avid sailor, in his day-trips around the coast, would have seen sand boats working on 
the beaches of Loctudy, the Île Tudy and Glénan islands (an archipelago off the south 
coast of Finistère). This site is probably the point of Trévignon near Tregunc (just east 
of Concarneau). These former sardine boats that had worked from the ports of 
Douarnenez or Concarneau were filled with the natural resource of maërl or coral 
sand, found on certain parts of the Brittany coast. The sand was then delivered to 
farmers who either purchased it on the docks in Quimper, or had it dumped on a 
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 nearby riverbank for later collection. Maërl sands were first gathered by farmers who 
took to the waters, but this harvest became a trade in itself as the modern demand for 
coral sand expanded from agricultural applications to use in building materials and 
later water filtration (Perigot). Dauchez shows us these workers of the strand and river 
in their red and blue jackets, as they fill their boats whose sails are rolled up into the 
boom; the boats wait for the tide and later the wind to take this heavy load upstream. 
Maërl is a Breton name given to coralline red algae (or calcified algae), which 
grows in Northern European, shallow (and cool) sub littoral waters at the slow rate of 
about one millimetre per year. Unlike kelp and other rockweeds, maërl does not need 
to attach to a hard surface, and so can grow across mud, sand or loose pebbly bottoms. 
This red, rock-hard seaweed grows in the coastal, wave-exposed waters of the Brittany 
coast, Ireland, Scotland and Cornwall (Steneck and Martone 23). Because it stores 
carbon in its cell walls in the form of calcium carbonate, maërl sand was used in 
modern agricultural practice introduced in the mid-nineteenth century to amend soil 
acidity (similar to the use of lime) and to add magnesium, iron and other trace 
minerals (Crouan and Crouan, 1867, viii). This is a scarce resource has led to dragging 
the ocean floor for maërl, to augment the fertility of the land (other uses include 
concrete mixing). In this unsustainable practice, ocean material and nutrients moved 
across the coastline, mimicking a swollen river spilling onto its floodplain, yet more to 
the exaggerated degree of exhausting a quarry.  
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Figure 11. Mathurin Méheut, Starfish on a Bed of Calcified Algae, Illustration from 
Etude de Mer, 1913. Widener Library Harvard, public domain image. 
 
 In maërl beds, living algae grow atop layers of dead material (Floc'h 90), 
forming an environment (like a coral reef) that is inhabited by many other forms of 
sea life. Méheut, in Etude de la Mer (from his residency at the marine biology station at 
Roscoff), describes the assemblage of biotopes found on shallow water maërl beds 
(throughout Glémarec 2010, 2013). The fleshy mauve of coralline algae repeats through 
many of Méheut’s illustrations of sea life, set, as his captions indicate “on a bed of 
calcified algae.” As Méheut shows repeatedly, coralline algae is the essential substrate 
of a complex biotope. The living colour of maërl has faded from Dauchez’s pale sand, 
but both artists present us with a realist vision of the shore’s biotopes. The red of the 
growing plant bleaches to white when dead and its chalky skeletal remains wash up as 
sediment, mixed with silica sand. Thus the beach in Dauchez’s painting is “biogenous” 
in origin as opposed to the “terrigenous” rocky beaches of Normandy (Griggs 65). 
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 Like the exhibition on Tatihou that encouraged French art students to respond 
to a volume of seaweeds collected more than a century ago, the coastal ecotone is a 
meeting zone for many curious forms of attention from the harvester to the scientist 
to the visual artist. Its ecological visual culture, which the present essay attempts to 
survey, constitutes ever-changing intersections of animals, plants, people and stones 
on the tideline, a space enlivened by the processes of tide, drift, storm surge, erosion, 
growth and decay. As a space of biological abundance that was treated as relatively 
boundless in visual culture of the later nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the 
French Atlantic ecotone was also a fertile space for the harvesting of images. From a 
dwelling perspective that engages with the landscape’s temporality, these coastal 
images do not merely serve an art collector’s visual pleasure nor do they function as 
seasonal settings for tourist consumption of place. As opposed to the crowd-pleasing 
canon of Impressionist and Post Impressionist images of the French Atlantic coast that 
continue to be researched by art historians and exhibited worldwide, ecologically 
sensitive visual culture of the coastal ecotone constructs a crucial mode of viewing and 
understanding of the vitality and complexity of inhabited coastal landscapes. In this 
essay, the natural science vocabulary of the ecotone has helped me to articulate the 
nascent “ecological realism” of this emergent body of visual culture. As ecological 
perspectives come to be increasingly valued and visible in art history and visual 
culture of the nineteenth and early centuries, it is my hope that articulating an 
understanding of the complex entanglement of life on the intertidal strand can serve 
as an important step in sustaining resilient and biologically diverse landscapes.2      
  
Notes 
 
1
 These, along with 450 other works, were exhibited at the Musée des Arts Décoratifs in 1913. These images come 
from a very positive review of this exhibition in the journal L’Illustration (20 Dec. 1913). In 2013, the Musée de la 
Marine in Paris presented a large retrospective survey of his work. 
2
 I developed earlier versions of this article on my blog:  materialbrittany.blogspot.com, where more images from 
this research project can be seen.  
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